Gripability
b.hand

Active and independent
in everyday life, at school and at work

Including recommendations for doctors,
therapists and special needs advisors

Getting a grip on life…
Gripping and grasping are elementary bodily
functions. Picking up and holding things, using
and moving objects, are ways of »grasping«
the world around us. Gripability develops
innovative gripping and grasping aids designed
to meet your needs. On your way to a more
active and independent life we accompany you
using our know-how and offering our products
and our services. Gripability b.hand is of great
benefit to you and at the same time very easy
to use.

Focusing on a missing or limited hand
function, Gripability supports doctors,
therapists and special education teachers
in helping their clients to more activity
and independence, consequently to improve their quality of life.
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Gripability
b.hand
Flexible in day-to-day life…
By using Gripability b.hand you can extend
your sphere of action considerably. You will
find that many everyday tasks and leisure
activities will become possible again. The
Gripability b.hand is a new kind of gripping
and grasping aid that was specially developed
to add to your individual gripping and grasping
skills. Handy and portable – your b.hand always within reach - just when you want to get
a grip on something.

Whether the grip function is restricted
uni- or bilateral, the use of the Gripability
b.hand is recommended, whenever the application of a compact and mobile gripping
and grasping aid leads to an extension of
the capacity of physical action.
User categories: Function deficit of hand
muscles due to neural system- or muscle
disease, - impairment i.e. paresis, hemiplegia, hemiparesis, tetraplegia, spastic cerebral palsy, spastic quadriplegia, muscular
dystrophy, post polio syndrome, etc…
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Delight directed learning…
Learning means »grasping things«, »getting a
grip« on them. These expressions indicate the
significance of the gripping and grasping ability
throughout the learning process. Taking action
and handling your surroundings brings pleasure
and adds to your life experience. Get a grip on
life and take hold of your independence – the
sooner you begin, the earlier your potential will become evident. With the Gripability
b.hand you increase your independence, improve your dynamic and optimize your productivity while staying absolutly mobile.

Learning is a holistic maturation process
of mind, body and psyche. Sequences of
actions become more complex and more
challenging when the Gripability b.hand is
applied with due regard to the needs of
its user, in spite of the medical condition.
Physical and intellectual activities are welldirected facilitated and trained thus the
mind is strengthened.
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b.hand
Competent and productive at work…
Whether in a workshop or in an office, with
the ideal tools and the right equipment work
is fun and each task can be handled more
easily. With the Gripability b.hand you enrich
your workplace adding a powerful and adaptable gripping and grasping tool. This way, you
improve your skills and gain access to more
challenging work tasks.

Self-fulfillment at work is of great importance for a positive sense of self-worth and
a psycho-social well-being. In this connection the gripping and grasping ability plays
a major role. Whether as a holding- or as
an active-hand that is carrying out bilateral
activities or as a free functional hand accomplishing unilateral tasks, the use of the
b.hand opens new possibilities in therapy
and facilitating. And the best thing about it
- all this is done during working hours.
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Easy to use…
Easy operation - step by step:
1st step:
To open the grip fingers the clamping lever
must be pushed forward until it clicks into
place. The grip fingers now stay open.
2nd step:
Focus the object and place it between the
grip fingers.
3rd step:
To close the grip fingers press the release
tongue or the release pin. The gripper now
closes and the desired object is firm in grip.
That‘s what we call: »the art of handling
things«

The use of the Gripability b.hand is
straightforward, practical and for everybody easy to learn. Its relevance in therapy is that the functional principle of the
Gripability b.hand demands planned and
clear structured actions and sequences of
actions to be performed by its user.
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Gripability
b.hand
Adapted to your requirements...
Teaming up to carry out the right solution for
you – a fitting to your personal needs provides
the basis for you to obtain optimum performance with the Gripability b.hand. We achieve
this purpose together with you and the people
at your side. An intelligent modular system
and our longtime practical experience make
sure, that you get a grip on life enjoying your
Gripability b.hand.

A perfect supply of a medical aid requires
an interdisciplinary teamwork. The identification of the individual needs and the
definition of the goals are worked out mutually with the user, his doctors, therapists
and teachers. The fitting process as well as
the evaluation of the result is carried out
in the same way. Centre of attention at any
time is the user.
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»the art of handling things«
Gripability GmbH
Am Wiesengrund 3
36399 Freiensteinau
Germany
http://www.gripability.com
Email: mail@gripability.com
Phone: +49 (0) 6669 90 08 80
Fax:
+49 (0) 6669 90 08 81

